In this paper, we propose a new assumption (similarity assumption): the images generated under the same or similar illumination have some similarities. Based on this hypothesis, a novel color constancy algorithm is proposed, which is called color constancy based on image similarity (CCBIS).
Color Constancy Based on Image Similarity
Based on the image similarity hypothesis, the color constancy computation process includes three steps: Firstly, we must have got the similar feature matrix of each image to compute the similar degree between images. Secondly, suppose that the illumination of an image (Noted as Iu) is unknown and being estimated. The n images, which are most similar to the Iu, can be find out from the image database, in which the images' illumination are known. At last, based on the similarity assumption, the illuminations of the n images may be also similar to the Iu's illumination. Consequently, the Iu's illumination is estimated according to the n images' illumination, then we map the image Iu to the canonical illumination to finish the color constancy. The flow chart of the algorithm is shown as Fig,1 .
Feature Extraction
The first step of CCBIS is feature extraction from images, but before this step, a preprocess step for images is necessary. At first, the pixels whose color values are too low must be removed, because the object which has dark color can't reflect the light well and will affect the algorithm performance. respectively represent the Red, Green, Blue 3 channel values of every pixel. After having got newI, the region-growing method is used to segment the image on the constrain that all pixels in a region were within a certain absolute tolerance of each other. Because a region-growing algorithm just segments the images into regions in this algorithm, how to select initial seeds has nearly no affect to the performance. We simply use scanning image method to get seeds for region-growing (color distance threshold between regions is 25). The image newI is segmented into Num regions as A1, A2,..., ANum. The most obvious disadvantage of chromaticity feature above is that the dimension of the feature matrix is too high.
So the computational cost is also time consuming. For this reason, the chromaticity feature is not considered in our algorithm. It is our goal to get a kind of low-dimensional and effective features for CCBIS. As we known, the Minkowskinorm is usually used for illumination estimation in color constancy.
In this paper, Minkowski-norm is also used to compute the feature from image.
where the f (j) is the average color of the jth region in the image newI. Each f (p) is one of the image features, many Fig.2 The partition of the chromaticity space. (C) Using measured illumination.
(D) Most similar images in DB. (A) is mapped to the images under the canonical illumination using the estimated illumination and measured illumination respectively (shown as (B) (C)). (A) is reddish over the image because of the illumination. After process with CCBIS, the color of white paper approaches white in (B), its color in (C) is much whiter than (B). But the effect of (B) is much closer to the (C). 
